Meet the 2017-18 Frank 5 Fellows and learn about the challenges and rewards of their professional journeys since graduation. Fellows were selected to represent different work sectors and come from the worlds of business, engineering, education and the arts. They reveal a wide range of career paths available to liberal arts grads. Dubbed the "Frank 5" in recognition of Frank Aydelotte, our Fellows will share "a year in the life" of a liberal arts grad.

2017-18 Frank 5 Fellow: Arts & Culture
Nell Bang-Jensen (English Literature & Theater)
★ Associate Artistic Director, Pig Iron Theatre Company and Adjunct Professor, The University of the Arts

2017-18 Frank 5 Fellow: Business / Law & Policy
Marissa Davis (History, Spanish & Religion)
★ Network Lead, DataKind

2017-18 Frank 5 Fellow: STEM / Healthcare
Kara Peterman (Engineering)
★ Assistant Professor, University of Massachusetts Amherst

2017-18 Frank 5 Fellow: Wildcard
Sam Sussman (Political Science)
★ Founder/Director, Extend

For more information, pshrops1@swarthmore.edu